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THE HUMBLE BUCKET FINALLY IMPROVED UPON, AND THEN SOME 
 
 

Since its introduction in the late '60s, the ubiquitous 20 liter plastic 

pail hasn't changed much—until now. Shurhold Industries introduces the 

One Bucket System. It turns its World's Best Rope Handle Bucket into an 

extraordinary, multipurpose cleaning and storage solution. 

The 5 Gallon Rope Handle Bucket is made in the USA and features a 

soft, 2cm braided, nylon rope handle for easy lifting and comfortable 

carrying. Built to last, it won't rust or damage delicate boat finishes. 

Elevated off the bottom of the pail is the removable Bucket Grate. Dirt 

and debris fall through the grate, so the wash tool is always in clean water. 

Brushes can be scrubbed against it to remove grime. It also has two built-in 

88ml measuring cups for accurate proportioning of cleaning products. 

The Bucket Caddy is the perfect place to store bottles, tools and other 

supplies. It nestles within the bucket for storage, on top of the grate. Its 

integrated handle makes it easy to pull out and move around while working. 

Built of sturdy, high-quality plastic, the Bucket Seat/Lid snaps onto 

the bucket rim and keeps both the system and supplies secure. Padded, it 

makes the perfect place to sit and take a break. 

Anyone who has brushed a deck knows how difficult it is to avoid 

toppling over a pail. Shurhold's optional Bucket Base keeps the One Bucket 

System from tipping. It 's made from soft rubber to avoid scratches and 

slipping. 
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Dedicated to educating boat owners, Shurhold provides key tips for 

boat value preservation at www.shurhold.com. Inventor of the One Handle 

Does It All system, Shurhold manufactures specialty care items and 

accessories to clean, polish and detail. 

Contact Shurhold, 3119 SW 42nd Ave., Palm City, FL 34990.  

800-962-6241; Fax: 772-286-9620. www.shurhold.com. 


